Course title

Social policies (M-Z)

Topics and course structure

The course aims to introduce in the study of social policies while providing the students with conceptual and analytic instruments which are useful to understand the Italian welfare dynamics.

The course will be organized in three parts:

-in the first part an overview on the social policies will be outlined, while providing some essential elements for the analysis of public policies. The structural elements of the Italian welfare state will be presented from a historical perspective.

-The second part will analyze the origin and the transformations of the health and social services. The compartmentation issue and the question of the slight integration between health and social policies will be in particular discussed.

-The third part will accurately present the policies concerning every field involved in the intervention (minors, disability, addiction, mental health, elderly person), between legislation and practices.

Objectives
Introduction of theoretical and interpretative instruments aimed at the study of social policies in the context of the challenges set by the economic globalization.

Methodologies

For every field of policies intervention the structure and the organizational characteristics will be presented and, also by analyzing case studies and empirical researches.

Online and offline teaching materials

Programme and references for attending students


Programme and references for non-attending students


Assessment methods

Written exam.

Office hours

Programme validity

Course tutors and assistants